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Abstract

In situ measurements in the near-Sun solar wind from the Parker Solar Probe have revealed the existence of
quiescent solar wind regions: extended regions of solar wind with low-amplitude turbulent magnetic field fluc-
tuations compared to adjacent regions. Identified through the study of harmonic waves near the electron cyclotron
frequency ( fce), these quiescent regions are shown to host a variety of plasma waves. The near-fce harmonic waves
are observed exclusively in quiescent regions, and as such, they can be used as markers for quiescent regions. A
blob-finding algorithm is applied to data from Encounters 1–6 in order to identify near-fce harmonic wave intervals
and thereby locate quiescent regions. We carry out a superposed epoch analysis on the identified quiescent regions,
and compare their bulk solar wind properties with adjacent regions of solar wind. Quiescent regions are found to
contain relatively weak magnetic field variation and are entirely devoid of magnetic switchbacks. In the quiescent
solar wind, the magnetic field closely follows the Parker spiral, while adjacent regions prefer more radial orien-
tations, providing a clear picture of the magnetic geometry of these regions. Quiescent regions show minimal
differences in multiple particle plasma parameters relative to the non-quiescent solar wind. The quiescent solar
wind regions, studied throughout this work, are thought to represent the underlying solar wind, through which
Alfvénic fluctuations propagate. Quantifying the properties of these regions may help to understand the formation/
origin of the solar wind, and furthermore, to constrain the role that low-frequency Alfvén waves play in the
regulation of solar wind temperature.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Solar wind (1534); Interplanetary turbulence (830); Space plasmas (1544);
Solar magnetic fields (1503); Heliosphere (711)

1. Introduction

In 2018 August, the Parker Solar Probe (PSP) launched with
the purpose of studying the creation and evolution of the solar
wind, the interplanetary magnetic field, and energetic particles
found within, by approaching the Sun more closely than any
other spacecraft to date. The previous records were held by
Helios probes 1 and 2, which reached 0.31 au (∼66.6 solar radii
(Rs)) and 0.29 au (∼62.4 Rs), respectively (Porsche 1981). On
its first orbit, PSP reached a perihelion of 35.6 Rs, and since
then it has descended down to 13.3 Rs. During PSP’s perihelion
passes (referred to as encounters), PSP instruments detected
regions of sharp Alfvénic fluctuations, termed switchbacks,
interspersed between “quiet” regions of low turbulence in the
radial component of the magnetic field (Bale et al. 2019;

Kasper et al. 2019; Dudok de Wit et al. 2020; Horbury et al.
2020). Switchbacks are characterized by reversals or sharp
bends in the interplanetary magnetic field. Switchbacks are
highly Alfvénic, pressure-balance structures, in that both the
particle pressure and the magnetic pressure are constant across
a switchback. As such, the magnetic field vector changes
orientation but the magnitude of the magnetic field remains
constant. At the time of writing, theories for the origins of the
magnetic switchbacks fall into two main categories. The first is
that switchbacks develop over time during the course of solar
wind propagation. Schwadron & McComas (2021) present a
version of this theory where switchbacks form as velocity shear
contorts the magnetic field into an S-like geometry. Squire et al.
(2020); Shoda et al. (2021) demonstrate that switchbacks can
form naturally as a consequence of Alfvén wave turbulence, as
the solar wind expands into the heliosphere, generating a bent
field line as well as an accompanying bulk velocity perturba-
tion. Conversely, in the second set of theories, switchbacks are
formed by reconnection in the low corona, possibly at the
edges of field loops and open field lines through a process
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called interchange reconnection (Axford et al. 1999; Bale et al.
2021; Drake et al. 2021). In the first view, the switchbacks are
an effect of the differential wind speed rather than a cause of
differential wind speeds. In the latter view, switchbacks form as
low coronal structures interact and reconnect. Here, the
switchback generation mechanism is independent of the rela-
tive velocities of the surrounding plasma, and leaves open the
possibility that switchbacks play a role in solar wind accel-
eration and heating of the solar corona. Clusters of switchback
magnetic fields are observed, potentially structured on the scale
of supergranules on the solar surface (Bale et al. 2021; Fargette
et al. 2021).

Interspersed between switchback patches in the solar wind
are regions of low-turbulence, near-radial magnetic field termed
“quiet” regions (Bale et al. 2019). Within these quiet regions
are special regions with Parker spiral–like field geometries
called “quiescent” regions (Dudok de Wit et al. 2020). These
quiescent regions are characterized by both low-amplitude
Alfvénic fluctuations and field geometries approaching that of a
theoretical Parker spiral. These quiescent regions afford the
ability to test theories of turbulent solar wind heating and
acceleration by providing a strong contrast to the turbulent
switchback patches. Dudok de Wit et al. (2020) demonstrated
that the power spectral density of the magnetic fluctuations is
very different in these regions compared to the average solar
wind. Namely, the power spectra in the quiescent regions has
spectral break points at frequencies more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the rest of the solar wind. This could
indicate that the quiescent regions are less turbulently evolved
solar wind, possibly having undergone comparatively little
evolution during propagation from the corona (Bruno & Car-
bone 2013; Matteini et al. 2018; Dudok de Wit et al. 2020).
Because of their turbulent properties, these regions may be
useful in constraining the role of turbulent stochastic heating in

the solar wind. In stochastic heating processes, an Alfvén wave
that varies on ion gyroradius spatial scales will break the
adiabatic orbital motion of those ions, enabling the transfer of
energy in the direction perpendicular to the background
magnetic field (Chandran et al. 2010).
The quiescent regions discussed in this study are a special

subset of quiescent regions studied in Dudok de Wit et al.
(2020). Malaspina et al. (2020) observed that this subset of
quiescent regions are associated with times of intense electro-
static plasma wave activity, shown in Figure 1, and can be
called “wave-active quiescent regions.” Like the larger set of
quiescent regions, the ambient magnetic field is oriented largely
along a Parker spiral during the times of wave activity
(Malaspina et al. 2020). In this study, we use a larger data set to
explore the properties of these wave-active quiescent regions.
For simplicity, going forward we refer to these “wave-active
quiescent regions” simply as “quiescent regions,” and proceed
with the understanding that the regions discussed here overlap
with but are not necessarily the same as the regions observed in
Dudok de Wit et al. (2020).

2. Data Set and Processing

The Parker Solar Probe mission consists of 24 close
approaches to the Sun. Using Venus gravity assists, these 24
orbits are split into eight orbit families, bringing the probe
incrementally closer to the Sun. This study covers the first six
orbits, including perihelion distances of 35.6 Rs, 27.8 Rs, and
20.3 Rs. This study utilizes data collected by the FIELDS
instrument and by the Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and Pro-
tons (SWEAP) particle instruments on board PSP.
The FIELDS instrument (Bale et al. 2016) includes four 2 m

antennas (V1, V2, V3, and V4) positioned in the plane of the heat
shield, one 21 cm antenna (V5) positioned on a 3.5 m boom
located on the rear of the spacecraft, two FGMs located on this

Figure 1. Example of a wave-active quiescent region. Figure 1(a) contains the V12 AC Spectrum of a wave-active quiescent region. Figure 1(b) is a plot of the
magnetic field vector B


. It is observed that, during the interval with wave power, the magnetic field appears to take on particular characteristics. It has been shown that

these intervals are associated with times of near-radial magnetic field with low levels of magnetic turbulence. It is these characteristics and their limits that this study
seeks to explore.
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boom, and a search coil magnetometer (SCM) positioned at the
end of the boom. Antenna pairs are located 180° apart, with the
two pairs oriented 85° apart, 5° from perpendicular. Voltages
from each antenna pair are used to create differential voltages:
V12= V1 –V2 and V34= V3–V4. Here, V5 describes the voltage
of the aft antenna and Vz= V5− (V1+ V2+ V3+ V4)/4 . This
study uses AC-coupled survey power spectra of the voltage
measured by the V12 differential antenna pair. The AC power
spectra, computed by the Digital Fields Board (DFB; Mala-
spina et al. 2016) cover a frequency range of 140 Hz to 75 kHz,
with spectra output at a cadence of ∼1.14 Sa/s. The study also
uses magnetic field data collected by the fluxgate magnet-
ometers (FGMs). These data are measured along three ortho-
gonal axes at a cadence of 146.5 Sa/s and then rotated into
spacecraft (SC) coordinates.

This study uses particle distributions and derivative quantities
from the SWEAP instruments for electrons, protons, and alpha
particles (Kasper et al. 2016; Livi et al. 2021). Using the SPAN-
I moments, the ion temperatures, densities, bulk velocities, and
temperature anisotropies are calculated. From SPAN-e (Whit-
tlesey et al. 2020), distribution fits were determined following
the fitting procedures used in Halekas et al. (2020) and are used
to determine the electron temperature, temperature anisotropy,
density, and core drift. The electron strahl widths are determined
by a convolved Gaussian fit of the electron strahl population
within the FOV of both SPAN-Ae and SPAN-Be. In figures
involving Encounter 1, the Solar Probe Cup (SPC) instrument
fits are used to find bulk velocity values, as SPAN-I was set to

the incorrect energy range for that encounter and could not
measure the proton distribution as accurately.
For the purposes of this study, we are searching for indivi-

dual events that are long-duration and contain waves of a
particular frequency range to define quiescent regions. These
events, once compiled, will be used to perform superposed
epoch study of these quiescent regions. To that end, an algo-
rithm is used to identify near-fce harmonic waves, which act as
markers for these regions. The algorithm is as follows. The V12

AC-coupled power spectra are split into hour-long segments
and their amplitudes (Pi) converted to decibels dB above the
background noise (P0i):

dB P P10 log ,i i i10 0= ( )

where background noise is defined as the median in time,

P PMedian ,i i0 = ( )

for Pi across a 24 hr window, for each frequency bin i.
An island-locating routine is then applied to the data. This

routine converts the spectrogram “image” into “islands” and
“oceans” where an island is any power value above 4 dB
(assigned a label “1”). Oceans are assigned a label “0”. This
threshold value was chosen because typical peak powers for
these near-fce are in the 20–35 dB range, and 4 dB readily
distinguishes these waves from background.
The algorithm then acts on this converted matrix of pixels

(with distinguishing labels “1” and “0”), grouping pixels
labeled with a “1” that are directly connected, in a side-by-

Figure 2. Demonstration of the wave-finding algorithm. Figure 2(a) shows the V12 AC spectrogram from 2020-01-29/10:00:00 to 2020-01-29/11:00:00 UTC. At
roughly 10:40:00, there is significant wave power near fce. This set of wave power is an ideal example of the spectra we are looking for. Generally, there are two or
more frequency bands that occur at the same time, roughly at 0.7 and 1 fce. Figure 2(b) shows the output of the island-locating routine. Figure 2(c) shows the island
output after a 7 s time filter is applied. Figure 2(d) shows the island output after the frequency threshold of �0.5 fce is applied. These limitations of wave frequency are
discussed in Malaspina et al. (2020).
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side manner (in both frequency and time dimensions), with
neighboring “1” pixels into what we will soon call our
quiescent regions. Each of the resulting groups is assigned a
numerical index. Once all regions are indexed, the start time
and time duration of each region are recorded, and regions less
than 7 s long are removed from the quiescent region list. This
cutoff is chosen because the wave events targeted by this
study include the longest-lasting wave events that appear
during Encounters 1 through 6. Choosing a time window
greater than 7 s also removed dust impacts, ion acoustic waves
(Mozer et al. 2020), and other short-lived events that appear in
the AC spectral data.

Next, a frequency filter is applied using the median fre-
quency of the power spectral data in each identified region.
Any region with a median frequency that is less than half the
local fce is removed. This reduces the amount of low-frequency
wave power and noise that sometimes appear during certain
intervals during encounters. This frequency threshold has also
been shown to be an appropriate lower bound for the specific
waves targeted in this study (Malaspina et al. 2020). Once these
filters are applied, a list of the wavesʼ start times and their
durations in s is generated.

The events on this list were then further examined by eye
and marked with a 1 if a wave was determined to be a near-fce
harmonic wave, and 0 otherwise.

Given the island routine used and the nature of these waves,
groups of waves may not be directly connected even when they
may be part of the same wave event. For example, the near-fce
waves have harmonic structure. Often, both the harmonics and

the base frequency bands are above the 4 dB noise threshold,
but the wave power between does not satisfy this condition.
Therefore, the main band and harmonics are grouped as sepa-
rate wave islands. A similar effect occurs when the wave power
briefly ceases, then resumes. This is demonstrated by the left-
most wave event on in Figure 2(d). Because the island routine
groups only immediately adjacent pixels, a situation occa-
sionally arises when two halves of a whole wave interval are
grouped separately.
To mitigate this issue, after all filtering is applied, the

remaining waves are regrouped. Separate wave intervals that
occur less than 60 s apart are grouped together into a single
interval. These start and end times are recorded into one final
event list. This method also eliminates gaps in frequency, as
waves that are separated only by a frequency gap necessarily
occur less than 60 s from one another.
Quiescent regions are identified for the three orbit families of

Encounters 1 through 6. Only regions with duration of 90 s or
longer are considered. In total, 465 wave-active quiescent
regions are identified, corresponding to a total time duration of
35.2 hr. The distribution of identified intervals by radial dis-
tance is as follows: seven regions occurred between 50 Rs and
45 Rs with a total duration time of 0.3 hr (0.9% of data), 31
regions occurred between 45 Rs and 40 Rs totaling 2.5 hr (7.1%
of data), 210 regions between 40 Rs and 35 Rs totaling 13.8 hr
(39.2% of data), 47 regions between 35 Rs and 30 Rs totaling
2.9 hr (8.2% of data), 160 regions between 30 Rs and 25 Rs

totaling 15.3 hr (43.2% of data), and nine regions between
25 Rs and 20 Rs totaling 0.5 hr (1.4% of data).

Figure 3. 2D histograms of magnetic field unit vectors and deflection angle from a nominal Parker spiral. Figure 3(a) shows the R component of the magnetic field
unit vector in RTN coordinates. 3(b) shows the T component. 3(c) shows the N component. Figure 3(d) shows the angle that the magnetic field unit vector makes with
respect to a theoretical Parker spiral. Counts are given in log scale to highlight changes in variance. SPC velocity values are used to calculate the Parker spiral for
Encounter 1.
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Once all regions are identified, a superposed epoch analysis
is conducted on the plasma wave and solar wind properties of
each wave-active quiescent region. Because each region spans

a different length of time, the data from all regions must be
normalized in time. Before normalization, the number of data
samples (No) for the shortest region is used to determine the

Figure 4. Cartoon depicting magnetic field angles relative to R̂ unit vector. Barbitrary
ˆ and θarb are arbitrary vectors and angles drawn to demonstrate angles in this

coordinate system.

Figure 5. 1D Histograms constructed by integrating along the time axis of
Figure 3. Figure 5(a) is the R̂ component of the unit vector. Figure 5(b) is the T̂
component. Figure 5(c) is the N̂ component. Figure 5(d) is the Parker
deflection angle. SPC velocity values are used to calculate the Parker spiral for
Encounter 1.

Figure 6. This figure is identical to Figure 5, with the exception that only
Encounter 1 is included. Figure 6(a) is the R̂ component of the unit vector.
Figure 6(b) is the T̂ component. Figure 6(c) is the N̂ component. Figure 6(d) is
the deflection angle. SPC velocity values are used to calculate the Parker spiral
for Encounter 1.
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number of bins that data from all other regions should be
divided into. After normalization, each region of data length
N>No is divided into No bins containing N/No data points.
The median value of the examined quantity in each bin is
assigned as the normalized value. In this way, the data from all
time-normalized wave-active quiescent regions have length No.
The total duration examined for each event is three times the
event duration, to capture the behavior before, during, and after
each wave-active quiescent region. The reason for this is that
we are interested in the question of whether or not the waves
demarcate a special region of plasma or a unique structure in
the solar wind, and as such, we compare the regions to the
plasma immediately neighboring them. There is no demand
that the neighboring plasma be switchback or non-switchback
regions.

The distance from PSP to the Sun changes significantly over
an orbit, as do almost all solar wind ambient plasma quantities.
To reduce the impact of radial variability on this analysis, the
amplitude of examined quantities are normalized with radial
distance. For example, the magnetic field vector components
are normalized to the magnitude of the field vector, and the unit
vector components are examined. Particle temperatures parallel
and perpendicular to the background magnetic field are nor-
malized to their median value across the normalization win-
dow, and temperature anisotropies are normalized by
definition. Solar wind velocity is also normalized into a unit
vector. Electron core drift did not change noticeably with radial
distance and did not require any normalization. The width of
the electron strahl distribution did change with radial distance,
but the range of possible values for strahl width has a limited

range (0° to 180°), and radial variability was not sufficiently
large to mask any trends.

3. Results

Figure 3 contains a 2D histogram of the ambient magnetic
field unit vector components for all identified wave-active
quiescent regions greater than 90 s in duration. Each interval
has been normalized in time to the shortest time duration event,
as described above. Figures 3(a), (b), and (c) show the magn-
etic field unit vector components in Radial, Tangential, Normal
(RTN) heliocentric coordinates. Figure 3(d) shows the deflec-
tion angle from a theoretical Parker spiral (described below).
Overplotted on each panel is the median value for each time bin
(blue) and the first and third quartiles (dashed green). The data
shown in this figure demonstrate a strong preference in direc-
tion for the unit vector components during the wave-active
quiescent regions compared to the solar wind immediately
adjacent to them. Moreover, there is a total absence of magnetic
field switchbacks in these regions. PSP crosses the heliospheric
current sheet multiple times (Szabo et al. 2020), and therefore,
during some events the magnetic field is oriented sunward,
whereas for other events, the field is oriented anti-sunward. For
this superposed epoch analysis, the quantity B̂ is always
defined to be anti-sunward, and the sign of B̂ is flipped when
necessary.
The deflection angle from the theoretical Parker spiral to the

magnetic field unit vector is calculated as follows. First, the
theoretical Parker spiral deflection from radial θPa was calcu-
lated using the rotation rate of the solar equatorial surface (ω),

Figure 7. [Regions found for all radial distances. Excludes Encounter 1.] 2D histograms of RTN bulk velocity unit vectors and velocity magnitude. Figure 7(a)
represents the R̂ component of the velocity unit vector in RTN coordinates. 7(b) is the T̂ component. Figure 7(c) is the N̂ component. Figure 7(d) is the magnitude of
the solar wind velocity in km s−1.
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the distance of PSP from the solar surface (R), and the R̂
component of the solar wind proton bulk velocity vector as
measured by SPAN-I:

R Vtan . 1RPa
1

PSPq w= -- ( ) ( )

Next, the angle of the measured magnetic field unit vector θMeas

with respect to R̂ is calculated:

B Btan . 2T RMeas
1q = - ( ) ( )

Finally, the deflection angle θDef is defined as the difference
between these two angles:

. 3Def Meas Paq q q= - ( )

In calculating these angles, Equations (1) and (2) always
return negative numbers, so Equation (3) is equivalent to

.Def Pa Measq q q= -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

Figure 4 depicts the described angles in a cartoon. With these
definitions, θDef> 0 corresponds to a more radial orientation of
the magnetic field relative to a theoretical Parker spiral, while
θDef< 0 corresponds to more tangential orientation. Barbitrary

and the corresponding θarb are arbitrary vectors and angles used
to demonstrate how angles relate to vectors in this coordinate
system. As drawn, θarb and θDef are both positive while the
angles θmeas and Parkerq are both negative.

The proton bulk velocity is measured at a significantly lower
cadence than the magnetic field data. As a result, Parkerq has
lower resolution than θMeasurement. To rectify this, Parkerq is
interpolated to the cadence of θMeasurement.

Figure 5 shows data from Figure 3, integrated along the time
axis. Each distribution pictured is normalized to its integrated
area to facilitate comparison. Positive Parker deflection angles
correspond to a more radial magnetic field orientation, and
negative angles to more tangential orientations. From this
analysis, it is found that the magnetic field unit vector is pre-
ferentially more radial before and after the wave-active quies-
cent intervals, compared to within the intervals. This behavior
is consistent across all encounters except Encounter 1
(Figure 6). The deflection angle distributions before and after
quiescent regions, with the exception of Encounter 1, are
strongly peaked at about 7° toward the radial direction away
from a theoretical Parker spiral. Encounter 1, in contrast, shows
a plateau bounded by a±7° deflection angle before and after
the wave-active quiescent regions. An important detail to note
is that the deflection angle of the measured magnetic field
vector out of the RT plane was calculated and was found to be
statistically isotropic about zero for quiescent regions and for
regions before and after. This behavior is seen in the N
component of the measured magnetic field in Figures 5 and 6,
and it justifies restricting the deflection angle calculation to the
RT plane.
Figure 7 is similar to Figure 3, but for bulk solar wind proton

velocity. These data are strictly from SPAN-I and are measured
at a much lower cadence than the magnetic field. The nor-
malized intervalsʼ lengths are the same as those used in the
magnetic field analysis. The events included in Figure 7 are
limited to those that occurred in Encounter 2 and beyond. This
limitation is presented because the SPAN-I (SPC) measurement
cadence during solar Encounter 1 was ∼30 s (∼20 s), whereas

Figure 8. [Regions found at all Rs] 2D histograms of RTN bulk velocity unit vectors and velocity magnitude. Figure 8(a) represents the R̂ component of the velocity
unit vector in RTN coordinates. 8(b) is the T̂ component. 8(c) is the N̂ component. Figure 8(d) is the magnitude of the solar wind velocity in km s−1. SPC fits have
been used to calculate the velocity for Encounter 1.
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it was higher on subsequent encounters. Encounter 1 had high
quiescent region counts (105) but low time resolution. By
excluding Encounter 1 data, higher time resolution is achieved
in the superposed epoch analysis, but with lower statistics.
When Encounter 1 data are included, variation appears in the
velocity magnitude that does not appear in the high-resolution
data, and it is not clear whether this effect is due to the
inclusion of more events or an artifact of lower-resolution data.

From the data in Figure 7, the solar wind velocity shows a
slight enhancement (∼5 km s−1) in the +T̂ direction during the
wave-active quiescent regions. While 5 km s−1 is within the
SPAN-I instrument measurement margin of error (Kasper et al.
2016), it does appear systematically in these data, whether
every quiescent region is considered or if only a subset of these
regions are considered. Figure 8 is identical to Figure 7, except
that data from all encounters are included. The velocity
enhancement in the T̂ direction becomes more ambiguous.

Figure 9 shows the variation of proton temperature and its
anisotropy inside and outside of wave-active quiescent regions.
Here, proton temperature perpendicular and parallel to the
background magnetic field are considered. There is no
observed difference between the times before, during, and after
the observed quiescent region.

Several electron distribution properties were also examined
in this study. The width of strahl electron distribution, the
temperature of the electron core distribution, the anisotropy of
the core electron distribution, and the electron core sunward
drift speed were all examined. All electron properties were
determined using fits to the electron distributions measured by
SPAN-e as in Halekas et al. (2020). Despite using near-fce

plasma waves, which are presumably electron-resonant, to
identify quiescent regions, no clear variation was found in any
of the examined electron distribution quantities before, during,
and after the quiescent regions. However, it was found that the
electron core sunward drift during the observed intervals was
consistently higher than is typical across each encounter.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of electron core sunward

drift for each solar encounter (blue) compared with the dis-
tribution of electron core sunward drift during wave-active
quiescent regions for that encounter (orange). Encounter 3 is
excluded because data on electron core drift are not available for
that encounter. The distribution of electron core sunward drifts
from near quiescent solar wind regions is consistently peaked at
velocities higher than those of distributions from the entire
encounter. Moreover, the distributions during regions are peaked
roughly∼180 to∼200 km s−1, (with the exception of Encounter
6, which has low quiescent region statistics). This is consistent
with the range of velocities that Malaspina et al. (2020) mea-
sured for electron core drift during near-fce wave events.

4. Discussion

4.1. Quiescent Regions and Near-fce Wave Growth

At least three definitions have been employed to identify
regions of near-Sun solar wind characterized by low-amplitude
magnetic turbulence. Dudok de Wit et al. (2020) measured the
angle that ambient magnetic field makes with respect to a
theoretical Parker spiral and associated quiescent regions with
small off-Parker deflection angles. This method assumes that
quiescent regions are associated with near-Parker spiral field
configurations. Malaspina et al. (2020) examined the amplitude

Figure 9. Histograms of proton temperature components and proton temperature anisotropy. Figure 9(a) is a 2D histogram over time of the component of the proton
temperature perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field, normalized to the total temperature measured in the instrument frame. Figure 9(b) is the parallel component,
also normalized to the total temperature. Figure 9(c) shows the temperature anisotropy.
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of the magnetic field power spectral density at frequencies
below 1 Hz. This method assumes nothing about the field
configuration, but identifies quiescent regions based on an
empirical magnetic fluctuation amplitude threshold value.

In this study, near-fce waves are used to identify quiescent
regions that are wave-active. The use of these waves as markers
eliminates the need for thresholds related to magnetic field
fluctuations or angular deflections, but selects for properties of
wave-active quiescent solar wind regions, which may not
necessarily be the same as the properties of quiescent solar
wind regions without wave activity.

One property for which this distinction is important is the
electron core drift. The electron core drift is high during wave
intervals, but does not noticeably change as the Parker Solar
Probe enters and exits a wave-active quiescent region. Further,
the identified waves are likely electron-resonant, because they
are close to fce and appear in association with other electron-
resonant waves such as electron Bernstein waves (Malaspina
et al. 2021). The electron core drift is the only electron property
identified that is systematically different between regions with
and without wave growth. This behavior suggests that a higher
sunward electron core drift speed is a necessary—but not suf-
ficient—condition for the growth of the near-fce waves observed
during wave-active intervals, and that it is a property of the
plasma waves rather than the larger-scale quiescent region.

4.2. Quiescent Region Properties

Of the wave-active quiescent solar wind region properties
examined, the most striking is the magnetic field data. The

magnetic field fluctuations in the identified wave-active
quiescent regions are found to have low amplitudes relative to
adjacent solar wind regions. Also, the solar wind bounding
these quiescent regions shows preferential magnetic field
orientations that are systematically more radial (by ∼7o on
average) compared to a theoretical Parker spiral. Locally
measured solar wind velocity was used to determine the Parker
spiral angle at each time, therefore this deflection is not due to
the effect of changing wind speeds. So what is the origin of
these quiescent region field geometries?
One possibility considered is that the solar wind that carries

the quiescent solar wind region magnetic fields may originate
relatively closer to the solar surface, compared to magnetic
fields from adjacent solar wind plasma. If the quiescent region
solar wind originated from lower in the solar atmosphere,
perhaps the magnetic field lines would have had more time to
spiral into the tangential direction relative to the neighboring
solar wind. However, to explain a 7° deflection difference
requires a launch height difference of ∼21 RS. This is unrea-
listic, given that PSP is located near 20Rs when observing
many quiescent regions. Further, there are minimal velocity
changes observed between wave-active quiescent regions and
the adjacent solar wind. If the quiescent region solar wind
originated much lower than the solar wind in the regions before
and after, then presumably these regions would acquire dif-
ferent solar wind speeds. Based on this reasoning, different
launch heights cannot explain the observed solar wind magn-
etic field difference inside and out of wave-active quiescent
regions.

Figure 10. Superposed epoch analysis of electron properties inside and near wave-active quiescent regions. Figure 10(a) shows the measured component of the strahl
width. Figure 10(b) shows the sunward drift of the thermal core electrons. Figure 10(c) shows the electron core temperature (average of parallel and perpendicular
temperatures). Figure 10(d) shows the electron core temperature anisotropy.
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Another possibility is that the wave-active quiescent regions
are remnants of magnetic structure propagating radially outward
from from the solar corona. For example, if Parker Solar Probe’s
trajectory cut through a flux rope at the correct angle, one could
recover the observed Radial–Parker–Radial orientation of
magnetic field lines near the quiescent regions. However, this
only works if the Parker Solar Probe preferentially passes
through flux ropes on the radially outward side (unlikely) or if
the mechanism that generates the near-fce waves operates on
only the radially outward side of flux ropes. Thus, the origins of
quiescent regions remain the subject of ongoing research. This
study does offer a constraint on possible solutions.

Another possible explanation is that the deflection in the
magnetic field vector is related to a slight deflection in the
velocity vector via local conservation of solar wind angular
momentum. By equating the angular momentum flux from the
protons to the magnetic field stresses, a change in tangential
velocity may result in a tangential magnetic field deflection.
The theoretical magnetic field deflection magnitudes expected
based on angular momentum flux calculations matched the
observed deflection for certain radial distances but not for
others. The observed tangential velocity enhancement is found
to be independent of radial distance, which might further
suggest the deflection is due to some error rather than physical
changes in the velocity vector.

Yet another explanation comes from potential growth
mechanisms in the waves used to identify these regions. In the

work of Tigik et al. (2022), the authors demonstrate that the
near-fce waves used as markers in this study require a more
radial orientation of the field to be generated. This means that,
by selecting the waves, we are demanding that the field have
the peculiar orientation of being more radial statistically at
either end of the event.
The proton bulk velocity vector and magnitude have little

change across the boundaries of the wave-active quiescent
regions. The median VT̂ is observed to increase slightly. This
increase is seen across individual encounters, including
Encounter 4, which has high quiescent region statistics (115
quiescent regions). During these periods, the proton VDF was
inspected and a majority of the core population of the VDF was
captured in the SPAN-I FOV. In addition, the magnetic field
does not highly vary during these regions. Highly variable
magnetic fields comprise another source of error for interpret-
ing partial plasma moments. This enhancement is ∼5 km s−1

when expressed in absolute units, and is well within the error
bars on the SPAN-I moment estimates, though it is worth
noting that this VT̂ deflection is systematic. The magnetic field
geometry may be responsible for the observed slight changes.
Within wave-active quiescent regions, the ambient magnetic
field has a larger component in the T̂ direction compared to
regions before and after, meaning that a slightly different
portion of the proton distribution function (with respect to the
ambient magnetic field direction) is visible to SPAN-I during
wave-active quiescent regions. This could conceivably lead to a

Figure 11. Distribution of electron core sunward drift values for each solar encounter (blue) and distribution of electron core sunward drift during wave-active
quiescent regions identified within each encounter (orange).
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systematic difference in the output of the proton core fitting
routine.

The observed behavior of electrons through the wave-active
quiescent regions was surprising. Because the regions were
identified using seemingly electron-resonant plasma waves
(near-fce waves), it was expected that electron distribution
function properties would be different in the regions of wave
growth compared to adjacent regions. Instead, little variation
was observed across all electron distribution function quantities
(Figure 10). While electron core sunward drift also shows little
variation between wave-active quiescent regions and the adja-
cent solar wind, core drift is found to be consistently high
(∼175 km s−1 sunward) near wave-active regions when com-
pared to full-encounter statistics, as demonstrated by Figure 11.
This is consistent with what is measured in Malaspina et al.
(2020), and may suggest that the core drift and/or the asso-
ciated strahl electrons are a necessary—but not sufficient—
condition for the generation of the near-fce waves.

The proton core temperatures and anisotropies, as calculated
with using the SPAN-I moments, do not appear to change
between the quiescent intervals and the neighboring plasma
regions. Comparing this to previous studies of switchbacks and
switchback patches, Woolley et al. (2020) found, using SPC,
that the proton temperature parallel (Tp,∥) to the background
field did not vary between individual switchbacks and their
surrounding plasma. Bale et al. (2021), using SPAN-I, observe
variability between patches of switchbacks and surrounding
plasma, finding that both the proton temperature perpendicular
(Tp,⊥) and proton temperature parallel (Tp,∥) are enhanced
within switchback patches. In contrast to both of these,
Woodham et al. (2021), using SPAN-I, find that there are Tp,∥
enhancements present in both individual switchbacks as well as
switchback patches. The complex interaction between the
SPAN-I and SPC fields of view and the measured plasma
environment make accurate determination of this quantity dif-
ficult. Further, in Bale et al. (2021), a velocity enhancement is
observed at the same time as the Tp,⊥ enhancement, whereas
Woodham et al. (2021) did not observe either, so it is possible
that, if the velocity enhancement is tied to the Tp,⊥ enhance-
ment, these studies are not inconsistent.

This study focused on regions with minimal magnetic var-
iation, and determined that the proton temperature distribution
does not vary systematically between quiescent and quiescent-
adjacent regions. It is possible that, because this study exam-
ines only individual quiescent patches, variability on other
scale sizes may be present. For example, Bale et al. (2021) and
Woolley et al. (2020) found temperature variability between
switchback patches (which last on the order of hours) but not
between individual switchbacks. Likewise, it is possible that
the wave-active quiescent regions (on the order of minutes)
examined in this study are not different enough from their
immediate surroundings to have noticeable changes in the
temperature distribution. This is currently speculative and
warrants further study. It is also possible, however, that
Woodham et al. (2021) is the correct analysis and that
switchbacks and switchback patches present enhancements in
Tp,∥. Assuming that these wave-active quiescent regions
represent the regions between switchback patches as in Dudok
de Wit et al. (2020), we would expect to observe a Tp,∥
decrease when moving from non-quiescent intervals to quies-
cent intervals. Yet this is not observed in this analysis. This
may be a reflection of the fact that these wave-active quiescent

regions are small-scale (2 to 5 minutes in duration) compared to
those found in Dudok de Wit et al. (2020), making them not
easily differentiable from the surrounding, potentially still
quiescent, plasma. It also could be suggest that these wave-
active regions are unique plasma structures altogether.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented observations and analysis of
quiescent regions in the solar wind. Quiescent regions display
exceptionally low-amplitude magnetic field fluctuations and
host various plasma waves, including near-fce plasma waves,
which are observed exclusively in quiescent regions. It is
shown that the quiescent regions contain minimal magnetic
field variation and are entirely devoid of magnetic switchbacks.
In quiescent solar wind regions, the magnetic field vector
closely follows the theoretical Parker spiral, while regions just
outside prefer more radial orientations. Despite displaying
significant changes in the behavior of the magnetic field vector
during quiescent regions, plasma particle properties are, to first
order, uniform between the quiescent regions and their neigh-
boring regions. These results should enable further invest-
igation into how significant a role switchbacks and magnetic
field turbulence play in the heating of solar wind plasma.
Future studies will examine how the magnetic properties of
quiescent solar wind regions may be linked to the solar origins
of these regions.
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